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ABSTRACT
Blockchain, the distributed ledger technology has revolutionized the world of online transactions globally. It
has various other uses but the most prominent one is the purpose of it serving as an underlying technology for
the most popular and successful cryptocurrencies to this date known as the bitcoin. In this paper, we shall
discuss about how the bitcoin, blockchain and the cryptocurrencies are integrated with each other and how
they complement each other in order to make the online transaction phenomenon more friendly, accurate
and efficient. We also review various security vectors and solutions that come across while deploying these
techniques. The future possibilities and exploring probabilities of the three aspects is also very briefly
discussed in this paper.
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2. Non-reversible transactions are enabled.
3. Doesn’t increase credit cost in minor casual
transactions.
4. Doesn’t increase transaction fees.
5. Double- attack is prevented.
A. Ethereum
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These are physical electronic device which are built

only lose their products but also their customers.

for the sole purpose of securing bitcoins. This

Remedial measures such as the presence of a network

hardware wallet must be connected to your mobile

observer, disabling the direct incoming connections

or tablet before spending bitcoin. Wallets are the

can help to countermeasure the nature of such

easiest way to secure bitcoin, easy to backup, setup is

attacks.

even easy for non-technical users. These hardware
wallets are not free as in we need to buy them with
money.
B. Hot wallet
These wallets run on internet connected devices.
These wallet generate private key on internet which
makes them more secure. They can store small
amount of bitcoins, these are convenient i.e.
receiving and spending payments are easy and fast.
These are not good for storing secure large amount of
bitcoins. The following table shows different kinds of
wallet [3].
III.

in multiple transactions. Two conflicting transaction
has been send in rapid succession. This attack is
primarily targeted to either seller or merchants. In
this attack the sellers has to go through the loss as
they lose away the product which creates block
chain forks [9]. To overcome this attack we can
insert observers in the network, communications
alerts must be there among peers, nearby peers can
also notify about the double spending attacks to
merchants

can

disable

Brute force attack is also an attack which considers
the blunder of double spending. It is done by
privately mining the blockchain fork [10]. This also
is primarily targeted at merchants and sellers. The
counter measuring to this attack can be done by
confirming the transactions repeatedly.

ATTACKS

A. Double Spending Or Race Attack
This attack occurs when same Bitcoin has been spent

merchants,

B. Brute force attack

the

direct

communication or direct incoming connections [10].
The following table shows how double send attack
can happen [9]
Finney attack: - The finny attack considers a
deceitful and immoral miner who specifies and
shows a pre mined block so that when the product is
received from a merchant, the double spending
mischief is achieved [3]. The attack is primarily
targeted at sellers or merchants. The attack has

C. Vector 76 Or One-Conﬁrmation Attack
Vector 76 or one confirmation attack is the
collaboration of the double spending and Finney
attacks [3]. The primary target of such attacks are the
bitcoin exchange services.
D. Block Discarding Or Selfish Mining
Block discarding or selfish mining is the process of
misusing the feature of bitcoin forking so as to
achieve an unfair reward in a deceitful manner [3].
The miners who are honest and proper are effected
by such attacks. Techniques such as zero block
technique can be used as remedies.
E. Block withholding
Block withholding is an attack where the miner
submits only the ppows (proof of work) and not the
fpows in a respective pool [10]. These attacks
facilitate the wastage of useful miner resources and
also slash the revenue of the pool. To counter these
attacks only trustworthy miners should be given

adverse effects on the sellers and merchants who not
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admission into a pool and the pool should be closed

[12] Securing smart cities using blockchain technology, K.
Biswas,2016,ieee

when unexpected slashing of revenue occurs.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
An easy way to comply with the conference paper
formatting requirements is to use this document as a
template need to refer to an Internet email address or
URL in your paper, you must type out the address or
URL fully in Regular font.

III. CONCLUSION
Although a conclusion may review the main points
of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the
conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the
importance of the work or suggest applications and
extensions. Authors are strongly encouraged not to
call out multiple figures or tables in the conclusion
these should be referenced in the body of the paper.
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